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North American Coordinating Council on Japanese Library Resources (NCC)

Association for Asian Studies (AAS)

Council on East Asian Libraries (CEAL)

Chinese, Japanese & Korean Materials Committees
Formation of NCC

1973: Prime Minister Tanaka Endowment (Tanaka Ten) from Japan Foundation

Duke, UCLA UCSD & OSU receive funding from Japan-U.S. Friendship Commission (JUSFC)

1991: Hoover Meeting including all schools

1991: NCC Formed
Funded by JUSFC & Japan Foundation
Librarians and Faculty promote access to Japan Studies library materials

Tanaka Ten schools:
Columbia, Harvard, Princeton, Yale, University of Chicago, University of Michigan, Stanford, University of California at Berkeley, University of Washington, and University of Hawaii
NCC

Chair/ Librarian Volunteers

Executive Director

Faculty

Japan Foundation (project budget)

Japan-US Friendship Commissions (JUSFC) (operating budget)

Working groups: IUP, Cooperative Collection development....more
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